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SPECTRAL DISCRETIZATION ERRORS IN FILTERED
SUBSPACE ITERATION
JAY GOPALAKRISHNAN, LUKA GRUBIŠIĆ, AND JEFFREY OVALL

Abstract. We consider filtered subspace iteration for approximating a cluster of eigenvalues (and its associated eigenspace) of a (possibly unbounded)
selfadjoint operator in a Hilbert space. The algorithm is motivated by a quadrature approximation of an operator-valued contour integral of the resolvent.
Resolvents on infinite dimensional spaces are discretized in computable finitedimensional spaces before the algorithm is applied. This study focuses on how
such discretizations result in errors in the eigenspace approximations computed
by the algorithm. The computed eigenspace is then used to obtain approximations of the eigenvalue cluster. Bounds for the Hausdorff distance between the
computed and exact eigenvalue clusters are obtained in terms of the discretization parameters within an abstract framework. A realization of the proposed
approach for a model second-order elliptic operator using a standard finite element discretization of the resolvent is described. Some numerical experiments
are conducted to gauge the sharpness of the theoretical estimates.

1. Introduction
The goal of this study is to provide an analysis of discretization errors that
arise when a popular filtered subspace iteration algorithm is employed to compute eigenvalues of selfadjoint partial differential operators. Instead of a specific differential operator, we consider a general linear, closed, selfadjoint operator
A : dompAq Ď H Ñ H (not necessarily bounded) in a complex Hilbert space H,
whose (real) spectrum is denoted by ΣpAq. We are interested in computationally
approximating a subset Λ of the spectrum that consists of a finite collection of
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity.
Filtered subspace iteration is a method for approximating Λ and its corresponding eigenspace (invariant subspace) and is a natural generalization of the power
method [23,28]. It can roughly be described as follows. First, the eigenspace of the
cluster Λ is transformed to the dominant eigenspace of another, bounded operator
called the “filter.” Next, a subspace iteration is applied using the bounded filter.
Starting with an initial subspace (usually chosen randomly), the bounded operator
is repeatedly applied to it, generating a sequence of subspaces that approximates
the eigenspace of Λ. Approximations of Λ are obtained from the approximate
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eigenspaces by a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. To apply this filtered subspace iteration
in practice requires computable finite-rank approximations of the resolvent at a few
points, obtained by some discretization process. It is the errors incurred by such
discretizations that form the subject of this paper.
The exact eigenspace, namely the span of all the eigenvectors associated with
elements of Λ, is denoted by E. Then m “ dim E, being the sum of multiplicities
of each element of Λ, is finite, and we assume m ě 1. Throughout this paper, the
multiplicity ` of an eigenvalue λ of an operator refers to its algebraic multiplicity,
i.e., λ is a pole of order ` of the resolvent of that operator. Recall that, for a
selfadjoint operator A, the algebraic multiplicity of λ coincides with its geometric
multiplicity, dim kerpλ ´ Aq.
As mentioned above, the idea behind filtered subspace iteration is to transform
E into the dominant eigenspace of certain filter operators. We shall see in the next
section that the construction of these filters can be motivated by approximations
of a Dunford-Taylor contour integral. There has been a resurgence of interest in
contour integral methods for eigenvalues due to their excellent parallelizability [2,4,
14,15,24]. Following [2], we identify two different classes of methods in the existing
literature that use contour integrals for computation of a targeted cluster of matrix
eigenvalues. One class of methods, that often goes by the name SS-methods [24]
(see also [4,16]), approximates Λ by the eigenvalues of a system of moment matrices
based on contour integrals. The moment matrices are obtained by approximating
the integrals by a quadrature, and the spectral approximation error depends on the
accuracy of the quadrature.
The other class of methods are referred to by the name FEAST [21] (see also [14,
28]). They are more related to our present contribution (the difference being that
while FEAST is a matrix algorithm, we focus on filtered subspace iterations applied
to inifinite-dimensional selfadjoint operators and their discretizations). Like SSmethods, FEAST also uses quadratures to approximate a contour integral. In our
view, the use of quadratures in FEAST is essentially different from their use in
approaches like the SS-method. Quadratures in FEAST are only used to develop
the filter used in a subspace iteration. A consequence of this is that the quadrature
error is not as relevant in FEAST as in the SS-method. The analysis in this paper
will show this in precise terms. In particular, our findings show that the rate of
convergence of the discretization error is unaffected by the quadrature error.
When A is a differential operator on an infinite-dimensional space, some approximations to bring the computations into finite-dimensional spaces are necessary.
The central concern in this paper is the study of how these approximations affect
the final spectral approximations that the filtered subspace iteration yields asymptotically. The main technical difficulty in analyzing discretization errors for the
unbounded operator eigenproblem is that many of the existing standard tools [3]
are not directly applicable to our situation. We present an abstract framework that
allows one to study approximation of spectral clusters of unbounded selfadjoint
operators with compact resolvent. Very general discretizations are allowed through
a set of abstract assumptions.
To quickly outline the approximation approach studied in this paper, recall that
the spectral projector onto E, which we denote by S, is characterized by a DunfordTaylor contour integral of the resolvent Rpzq. Its N -term quadrature approximation
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is denoted by SN . In the expression defining SN , when Rpzq is replaced by a comh
putable finite-rank approximation Rh pzq, we obtain SN
, a practically computable
filter. Here h is some discretization parameter (such as the grid spacing) inversely
related to a computational finite-dimensional space. By repeated application of
p`q
h
SN
, the iteration produces a sequence of subspaces tEh : ` “ 1, 2, . . .u, which
we study. While sufficient conditions for convergence of the FEAST iteration for
matrices can be found in [14, 28], it is not immediately clear that the iteration continues to converge when the operator is perturbed, such as the perturbation of SN
p`q
h
to SN
. We begin our analysis by showing that the iterates Eh do converge under
certain sufficient conditions, after which we focus on analyzing the limit.
To summarize the novelty of this work, this is the first work to study the effect
of the discretization parameter h (in addition to N ). The errors in eigenspace
approximations often need to be measured in stronger norms than the base Hnorm. The example of elliptic differential operators on H “ L2 pΩq illustrates the
need to measure eigenfunction errors in a stronger norm like the H 1 pΩq-norm. To
our knowledge, this is the first work to give bounds for eigenspace discretization
errors arising in filtered subspace algorithms in H-norm as well as a stronger Vnorm (see Theorem 4.1). We provide the first result showing that the Hausdorff
distance between the eigenvalue cluster computed by filtered subspace iteration and
Λ converges to zero at predictable rates as the discretization parameter h Ñ 0 (see
Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 5.8). In the process of doing so, we develop a general
result (Lemma 5.1) bounding the perturbation of Ritz values of an unbounded
selfadjoint operator. To highlight one more conclusion from our analysis, increasing
N has little effect on the spectral discretization error as measured by the gap
p`q
between E and Eh (although it may affect the speed of convergence of Eh as
implied by the results of [14, 28]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe precisely
h
) and
the above-mentioned process of double approximation (going from S to SN
introduce the necessary assumptions for the error analysis. Section 3 introduces
h
the space to which filtered subspace iteration using SN
converges. Bounds for the
gap between computed and exact eigenspaces are proved in Section 4. Eigenvalue
errors are then bounded using the square of this gap. Analysis of a standard finite
element discretization of the resolvent of a model operator in Section 6 provides
an example of how abstract conditions on the resolvent might be verified in practice. The practical performance of the algorithm with the Lagrange finite element
discretization is reported in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
Let A, Λ and E be as discussed previously. As already mentioned, filters are
linear operators on H having E as their dominant eigenspace, in the sense made
precise below.
Suppose that Γ Ă CzΣpAq is a positively oriented, simple, closed contour that
encloses Λ and excludes ΣpAqzΛ, and let G Ă C be the open set whose boundary
is Γ. By the Cauchy Integral Formula,
#
¿
1, ξ P G,
1
´1
(2.1)
pz ´ ξq dz “
rpξq “
2πi
0, ξ P CzpG Y Γq.
Γ
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Thus rpξq equals a.e. the indicator function of G in C. The associated (orthogonal)
spectral projection S : H Ñ H is the bounded linear operator given by the DunfordTaylor integral
¿
1
S“
(2.2)
Rpzq dz,
2πi
Γ

where Rpzq “ pz ´ Aq´1 is the resolvent, a bounded linear operator on H for each
z P Γ. Since Γ encloses Λ and no other element of ΣpAq, its well known that
(2.3)

E “ ranpSq.

Furthermore, by functional calculus (see [22, Theorem VIII.5], [26, Theorem 5.9]
or [5, Section 6.4]), if pλ, φq P ΣpAqˆdompAq satisfies Aφ “ λφ, then Sφ “ rpAqφ “
rpλqφ. Since rpλq equals 1 for all λ P Λ and equals 0 for all other elements of ΣpAq,
the desired eigenspace E of A is now the dominant eigenspace of S “ rpAq. In this
sense, S is an ideal filter.
Motivated by quadrature approximations of (2.1), in the same spirit as [4,13,21,
24, 28], we approximate rpξq by
(2.4)

rN pξq “ wN `

Nÿ
´1

wk pzk ´ ξq´1 ,

k“0

for some wk , zk P C. The corresponding rational filter is the operator
(2.5)

SN “ rN pAq “ wN `

Nÿ
´1

wk Rpzk q,

k“0

which can be viewed as an approximation of S. It is common to refer to SN , as
well as the rational function rN pξq, as the filter. As in the case of S, if pλ, φq P
ΣpAq ˆ dompAq satisfies Aφ “ λφ, then SN φ “ rN pλqφ. In particular, the set Λ of
eigenvalues of interest have been mapped to trN pλq : λ P Λu by the filter.
These mapped eigenvalues are dominant eigenvalues of SN if
(2.6)

min |rN pλq| ą
λPΛ

sup

|rN pµq|

µPΣpAqzΛ

holds. This dominance can be obtained provided Λ is strictly separated from the
remainder of the spectrum. To quantify the separation, we consider the following
strictly separated subsets of R centered around y P R
Iγy “ tx P R : |x ´ y| ď γu,

y
Oδ,γ
“ tx P R : |x ´ y| ě p1 ` δqγu.

for some positive numbers γ and δ. If the spectral cluster of interest is within Iγy ,
then the number δ provides a measure of the relative gap between it and the rest of
the spectrum—relative to the radius γ of the interval wherein we seek eigenvalues.
Using the numbers y, γ, and δ, define

(2.7)

W “

sup |rN pxq|

N
ÿ

|wk |,
k“0

κ̂ “

y
xPOδ,γ

infy |rN pxq|

.

xPIγ

These definitions help us to formulate the following assumption on the filter and
cluster separation.
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Figure 1. The Butterworth filter with N “ 8 points: the points
zk are plotted in the complex plane (top) and the functions r and
rN are compared on the real line (bottom).
Assumption 2.1. There exist y P R, δ ą 0 and γ ą 0 such that
Λ Ă Iγy ,

(2.8)

y
ΣpAqzΛ Ă Oδ,γ
.

We assume that rN is a rational function of the form (2.4) with the property that
zk R ΣpAq, W ă 8, and κ̂ ă 1.
Note that if κ̂ ă 1, then (2.6) holds. When an N -point trapezoidal rule is used
for quadrature approximation we obtain an rN as in (2.4) with wN “ 0. When the
Zolotarev rational approximation of rpξq is used to construct rN , the term wN is
nonzero [14].
Example 2.2 (Butterworth filter). Consider the filter obtained by setting wN “ 0,
and for k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1,
(2.9)

zk “ γeipθk `φq ` y,

wk “ γeipθk `φq {N.

with θk “ 2πk{N and φ “ ˘π{N. These weights and points are obtained using
the N -point uniform trapezoid rule approximation of the contour integral in (2.1)
when Γ is set to the circle Γ “ tγeipθ`φq ` y : θ P r0, 2πqu enclosing a spectral
cluster Λ that satisfies (2.8) – see Figure 1. It is obvious from the expression for
řN ´1
wk that W “ k“0 γ{N “ γ, so the requirement of Assumption 2.1 that W ă 8
is satisfied.
An additional important requirement of Assumption 2.1 is that the filter should
satisfy κ̂ ă 1. Let us now show this holds for the Butterworth filter when N is
even. We claim that
(2.10)

rN pξq “

Nÿ
´1
k“0

wk pzk ´ ξq´1 “

eiN φ
.
eiN φ ´ ppξ ´ yq{γqN

For the special case γ “ 1, y “ 0, φ “ 0, this claim follows from a partial fracśN ´1
tion decomposition of pξ N ´ 1q´1 , recognizing that ξ N ´ 1 “ k“0 pξ ´ zk q. Its
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extension to the general case readily follows from the obvious change of variable.
Restricting (2.10) to the real line, it follows by inspection that
1
1
min |rN pxq| “
max
|rN pxq| “
y
2
p1 ` δqN ` 1
xPIγy
xPOδ,γ
for any y P R. Thus κ̂ “ 2rp1 ` δqN ` 1s´1 ă 1.

l

Next, we introduce a subspace V Ď H, motivated by the need to prove results
that bound discretization errors in norms stronger than the H-norm. We place the
following assumption and give example classes of operators where the assumption
holds.
Assumption 2.3. Suppose there is a Hilbert space V Ď H such that E Ď V, there
is a CV ą 0 such that for all u P V, }u}H ď CV }u}V , and V is an invariant subspace
of Rpzq for all z in the resolvent set of A.
Example 2.4 (V is the whole space). Set V “ H, with p¨, ¨qV “ p¨, ¨qH . In this case
it is obvious that all statements of Assumption 2.3 hold.
l
Example 2.5 (V is the domain of a positive form). Suppose apu, vq is a densely
defined closed sesquilinear Hermitian form on H and there is a δ ą 0 such that
(2.11)

apv, vq ě δ}v}2H ,

v P dompaq.

Set
V “ dompaq,
}v}V “ apv, vq1{2 .
To show that Assumption 2.3 holds in this case, first set the operator A to be the
closed selfadjoint operator associated with the form, namely it satisfies apu, vq “
pAu, vq for all u P dompAq Ď dompaq and all v P dompaq (see the first representation
theorem [18, TheoremVI.2.1] or [26, Theorem 10.7]). Note that, in this case, A
is a positive operator. Hence A has a unique selfadjoint positive square root [18,
Theorem V.3.35], denoted by A1{2 , that commutes with any bounded operator that
commutes with A. By the second representation theorem [18, Theorem VI.2.23],
the form domain is characterized by dompaq “ dompA1{2 q, and }v}V “ }A1{2 v}H
for v P V. The strict positivity of a ensures that both A and A1{2 are invertible on
their respective domains.
Since a is closed, V is complete. Due to (2.11), V is continuously embedded
in H, with the constant CV “ δ ´1{2 . The exact eigenspace E is contained in
dompAq Ď dompA1{2 q “ V. Since A1{2 and A´1{2 commutes with Rpzq, for any
v, w P V, we have for any v P V “ dompA1{2 q and z in the resolvent set of A,
Rpzqv “ pz ´ Aq´1 v “ A´1{2 pz ´ Aq´1 A1{2 v .
Since ranpA´1{2 q “ dompA1{2 q “ V, we see that RpzqV Ď V. Thus Assumption 2.3
is verified.
l
Example 2.6 (V is a graph space). Given A, put V “ dompAq Ď H and endow
the set V with the topology of the graph norm
`
˘1{2
}v}V “ }v}2H ` }Av}2H
,
v P V.
We claim that Assumption 2.3 holds in this case. Indeed, since A is closed, the
graph norm makes V into a Hilbert space. Obviously E Ă V and V is continuously
embedded into H with CV “ 1. Since A commutes with Rpzq for any z in the
resolvent set of A, we have Rpzq dompAq Ď dompAq.
l
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The next essential ingredient in our study is the approximation of Rpzq. When
A is a differential operator on an infinite-dimensional space, to obtain numerical
spectral approximations, we perform a discretization to approximate the resolvent
of A in a computable finite-dimensional space. Accordingly, let Vh be a finitedimensional subspace of V, where h is a parameter inversely related to the finite
dimension, e.g., a mesh size parameter h that goes to 0 as the dimension increases.
Let Rh pzq : H Ñ Vh be a finite-rank approximation to the resolvent Rpzq satisfying
the following assumption.
Assumption 2.7. Assume that the operators Rh pzk q and Rpzk q are bounded in V
and satisfy
(2.12)

lim }Rh pzk q ´ Rpzk q}V “ 0

hÑ0

for all k “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1.
Note that this assumption implies that Rpzk q, being the limit of finite-rank
operators, is compact in V. Its also compact as an operator on H due to Assumption 2.3. Consequently Rpzq is compact for all z in the resolvent set. Relaxing
Assumption 2.7 to go beyond operators with compact resolvent is outside the scope
of the current work.
Consider the approximation of SN given by
h
SN
“ wN `

(2.13)

Nÿ
´1

wk Rh pzk q.

k“0
h
In view of Assumption 2.7, we shall from now on view both SN and SN
as bounded
h
operators on V. Note that SN need not be selfadjoint. In Section 6, we shall
h
consider an example of SN
, obtained by a standard finite element discretization of
h
may
Rpzq based on symmetrically located zk , that is selfadjoint. But in general SN
fail to be selfadjoint due to the configuration of tzk u or due to the properties of the
discretization (see e.g., [8]).
With the resolvent discretization, filtered subspace iteration can be described
p0q
mathematically in very simple terms. Namely, starting with a subspace Eh Ď Vh ,
compute

(2.14)

p`q

p`´1q

h
Eh “ SN
Eh

,

for ` “ 1, 2, . . . .

Of course, in practice, one must include (implicit or explicit) normalization steps
p`q
and maintain a basis for the spaces Eh , but these details are immaterial in our
ensuing analysis. The convergence of the FEAST algorithm in Euclidean (`2 and
matrix-based) norms was previously studied in [14,23]. In Section 3, we shall utilize
some of their ideas to show that (2.14) converges in V, despite the perturbations
caused by the above-mentioned resolvent approximations. Here however, we are
solely interested in studying the discretization errors found in the final asymptotic
product of the algorithm, i.e., the discretization errors in what the algorithm outputs
as the “limit space” when (2.14) converges.
3. The limit space
The purpose of this section is to identify to what space convergence of (2.14)
p`q
might happen. We also briefly examine in what sense Eh converges to it.
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In view of Assumption 2.3, V is an invariant subspace of the resolvent. Hence in
h
the remainder of the paper, we will proceed viewing SN and SN
as operators on V.
To measure the distance between two linear subspaces M and L of V, we use the
standard notion of gap [18] defined by
«
ff
(3.1)

gapV pM, Lq “ max

sup distV pm, Lq, sup distV pl, M q .
V
mPUM

V
lPUL

V
Here and throughout, for any linear subspace M Ď V, we use UM
to denote its unit
sphere tw P M : }w}V “ 1u.
Recall that E “ ran S, the exact eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalues λ1 , . . . , λm
of A that we wish to approximate. If Assumption 2.1 holds, then the operator
SN “ rN pAq has dominant eigenvalues

µi “ rN pλi q,

i “ 1, 2, . . . , m,

strictly separated in absolute value from the remainder of ΣpSN q. In particular, since κ̂ ă 1, we have µi ‰ 0 for i ď m, and letting µ˚ “ supt|µ| : µ P
ΣpSN qztµ1 , . . . µm uu,
(3.2)

µ˚ ă |µi |,

i “ 1, 2, . . . , m.

In view of these facts, we can find a simple rectifiable curve Θ in the complex
plane that encloses tµ1 , . . . , µm u and lies strictly outside the circle of radius µ˚ . In
particular, Θ encloses no other element of ΣpSN q. Define the spectral projector of
SN by
¿
1
pz ´ SN q´1 dz.
PN “
2πi
Θ

Then EN “ ran PN is the eigenspace of SN corresponding to its eigenvalues µ1 , . . . , µm .
Lemma 3.1. We have EN “ E and PN “ S.
Proof. Since dim EN “ dim E “ m, it suffices to prove that E Ď EN . If ei P E is an
eigenfunction of A corresponding to the eigenvalue λi P Λ, then SN ei “ rN pλi qei ,
so ei P EN . Since PN and S are both orthogonal projectors and have the same
range, they are the same operator.

Next, observe that when Assumption 2.7 is used after subtracting the expression
h
for SN
in (2.13) from that of SN , we obtain
(3.3)

h
}SN ´ SN
}V ď W

max

k“0,...,N ´1

}Rh pzk q ´ Rpzk q}V Ñ 0

as h goes to 0. Let us recall the standard ramifications of the convergence of operators in norm given by (3.3) (see e.g., [18, Theorem IV.3.16] or [1]). Namely,
given an open disc enclosing an isolated eigenvalue of SN of multiplicity `, (3.3)
implies that for sufficiently small h, there are exactly ` eigenvalues (counting alh
gebraic multiplicities) of SN
in the same disc. In particular, this implies that, for
h
sufficiently small h, the contour Θ is in the resolvent set of SN
and encloses only
h
semisimple eigenvalues of joint multiplicity m of SN , which we shall enumerate as
µh1 , µh2 , . . . , µhm . Hence, the integral
¿
`
˘
1
h ´1
Ph “
z ´ SN
dz
2πi
Θ
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is well defined. Henceforth we assume that h has been made small enough as
mentioned above.
Definition 3.2. Let Eh “ ran Ph .
Clearly, Ph is the spectral
µh1 , µh2 , . . . , µhm . Hence,

h
projector of SN
corresponding to the eigenvalues

(3.4)

dim Eh “ m.

Note also that by construction of Θ,
µhi ‰ 0,

(3.5)

i “ 1, 2, . . . , m.

Remark 3.3. We may consider approximating A by Ah and then setting Rh pzk q “
h
pzk ´ Ah q´1 in the formation of SN
, or more generally, approximate the resolvent
´1
Rpzk q “ pzk ´ Aq
directly by some Rh pzk q. In the former case, the results
of [14, 28] will show convergence of the FEAST iteration, applied to the matrix
Ah , provided their assumptions on Ah can be verified. The latter case allows for
different discretizations at different zk , as well as for discretizations of the resolvent
by least-squares approaches, including discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin methods [8].
These approaches are of interest because, even when Rh pzk q is not selfadjoint, the
application of Rh pzk q reduces to the solution of a Hermitian positive definite system.
We now show that the above-defined Eh is the limit space of subspace iterp`q
ates Eh .
p0q

p0q

p0q

Theorem 3.4. Starting with a subspace Eh Ď Vh satisfying dimpEh q “ dimpPh Eh q “
p`q
m, we compute Eh by (2.14). Suppose Assumptions 2.1–2.7 hold. Then there is
an h0 ą 0 such that, for all h ă h0 ,
p`q

lim gapV pEh , Eh q “ 0.

`Ñ8

Proof. Step 1: Recall from (3.4) that dimpEh q “ m for sufficiently small h. Top0q
p0q
gether with Ph Eh Ď Eh and the assumption dimpPh Eh q “ m, this leads to the
equality
p0q

(3.6)

Ph Eh “ Eh .

Thus
p`q

p0q

p0q

h `
h `
h `
Ph Eh “ Ph pSN
q Eh “ pSN
q Ph Eh “ pSN
q Eh “ Eh .
p`q

p`q

In particular, this implies that dimpEh q ě dimpPh Eh q “ dimpEh q. Hence,
p`q

(3.7)

dimpEh q “ dimpEh q “ m,

` “ 0, 1, 2, . . . .

h
Step 2: Let vi be an eigenvector of SN
corresponding to eigenvalue µhi . We shall
p`q
p0q
p0q
now find an approximant of vi in Eh . Due to (3.6), there is a qi in Eh such
p0q
that Ph qi “ vi . Set
ˆ ˙`
1
p`q
h ` p0q
pSN
q qi .
qi “
h
µi
p`q

p`q

Clearly qi is well defined due to (3.5) and is in Eh . Moreover,
“
p`q
p0q
p0q ‰
h `
vi ´ qi “ vi ´ pµhi q´` pSN
q Ph qi ` pI ´ Ph qqi
p0q

h `
“ ´pµhi q´` pSN
q pI ´ Ph qqi ,
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p0q

p0q

Since pI ´ Ph qqi “ pI ´ Ph q2 qi “ pI ´ Ph qpqi ´ vi q, we conclude that
p`q

p0q

h `
vi ´ qi “ ´pµhi q´` pSN
q pI ´ Ph qpqi ´ vi q.

(3.8)

h
Step 3: Since SN
commutes with Ph , equation (3.8) implies
‰` ››
1 ››“ h
p0q
p`q
pI ´ Ph q › }v ´ qi }V .
}v ´ qi }V ď h ` › SN
V
|µi |
h
Let µh˚ denote the supremum of |µ| over all µ in ΣpSN
qztµh1 , µh2 , . . . , µhm u, i.e., µh˚
h
is the spectral radius of SN pI ´ Ph q, so
1{`

h
µh˚ “ lim }rSN
pI ´ Ph qs` }V .
`Ñ8

h
Hence, for any given ε ą 0, there is an `0 ě 1 such that }rSN
pI ´Ph qs` }V ď pµ˚h `εq`
holds for all ` ą `0 and consequently
p`q

(3.9)

}v ´ qi }V ď

pµh˚ ` εq`
p0q
}v ´ qi }V .
|µhi |`

Step 4: As already seen, a consequence of Assumptions 2.1 and 2.7, is that
by making h sufficiently small, we ensure that the eigenvalues µh1 , µh2 , . . . , µhm of
h
are strictly separated in magnitude from the remaining eigenvalues – cf. (3.2).
SN
Hence we may choose an ε ą 0 so small that δi “ pµh˚ ` εq{|µhi | ă 1. Then, with
p0q
αi “ }vi ´ qi }V , the estimate (3.9) implies
p`q

}vi ´ qi }V ď αi δi` ,

(3.10)

` ą `0 .

Note that vi , i “ 1, . . . , m form a basis for Eh . Hence, we may expand an arbitrary vh P UEVh in this basis and construct an approximation of vh using the same
coefficients:
m
m
ÿ
ÿ
p`q
vh “
ci vi ,
q` “
ci qi .
i“1

i“1

Then, by (3.10),
(3.11)

p`q
distV pvh , Eh q

m
ÿ

ď }vh ´ q` }V ď

˜
|ci αi |δi` ď α

m
ÿ

i“1

i“1

¸1{2 ˜
|ci |2

m
ÿ

¸1{2
δi2`

.

i“1

where α “ maxi αi .
p`q
Step 5: Denote one of the two suprema in the definition of gapV pEh , Eh q by
´
¯
p`q
δh,` “ sup distV vh , Eh .
V
vh PUE

h

Let g denotes the minimal eigenvalue of ř
the m ˆ m Gram matrix of the vi -basis
m
(whose pi, jqth entry is pvi , vj qV ). Then g i“1 |ci |2 ď }vh }2V “ 1. (Note that
g may
řm
2
depend on h, but is independent of `.) Hence (3.11) implies δh,`
ď pα2 {gq i“1 δi2`
which converges to 0 as ` Ñ 8 since δi ă 1.
In particular, for large enough `, we have δh,` ă 1. Hence, by [18, Theorem I.6.34]
p`q
p`q
p`q
there is a subspace Ẽh Ď Eh such that gapV pEh , Ẽh q “ δh,` ă 1. Hence,
p`q
p`q
p`q
dimpEh q “ dimpẼh q “ m. But by (3.7), the only subspace Ẽh Ď Eh of dip`q
p`q
mension m is Ẽh “ Eh . Thus, for sufficiently large `,
p`q

gapV pEh , Eh q “ δh,` ,
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To summarize this section, we have defined a space Eh (in Definition 3.2) using
h
SN
, but independently of the filtered subspace iteration (2.14), and have shown (in
Theorem 3.4) that under certain conditions the iteration converges to it. The convergence of FEAST iterations for matrices (disregarding any discretization errors)
were previously studied in [14] when H “ Rn and } ¨ }V “ } ¨ }H using the theory of
subspace iterations [23]. In fact the identity obtained in Step 2 of the above proof
was motivated by a standard argument in the analysis of subspace iterations [23].
Our proof of Theorem 3.4 gives a rigorous justification for the intuition that if
the discretization is good, then despite the errors in the resolvent approximations,
filtered subspace iteration should converge for well-separated eigenvalue clusters.
4. Discretization errors in eigenspace
In this section we study how the discrete eigenspace Eh approaches the exact
eigenspace E as the discretization parameter h goes to 0.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose Assumptions 2.1–2.7 hold. Then there is a CN ą 0 and
an h0 ą 0 such that for all h ă h0 ,
›“
‰ˇ ››
›
(4.1)
gapV pE, Eh q ď CN W max › Rpzk q ´ Rh pzk q ˇ › ,
E V

k“1,...,N

so, in particular,
lim gapV pE, Eh q “ 0.

hÑ0

Proof. Consider one of the two suprema in the definition of gapV pEN , Eh q, namely
(4.2)

δh “ sup distV pe, Eh q.
V
ePUE

N

Then,
(4.3)

δh ď sup }e ´ Ph e}V ď sup }pPN ´ Ph qe}V .
V
ePUE

V
ePUE

N

N

Note that
1
P N ´ Ph “
2πi

¿
“

‰
h ´1
pz ´ SN q´1 ´ pz ´ SN
q
dz

Θ

1
“
2πi

¿
h ´1
h
pz ´ SN
q pSN ´ SN
qpz ´ SN q´1 dz.
Θ

Since EN is an invariant subspace of pz ´ SN q´1 , the above identity gives the
estimate
»
fi
¿
1
h
h ´1
}PN e ´ Ph e}V ď –
}pz ´ SN q´1 }V }pz ´ SN
q }V dz fl }pSN ´ SN
q|EN }V }e}V .
2π
Θ
h
Returning to (4.3), we conclude that δh ď CN }pSN ´ SN
q|EN }V , where CN is a
bound for the quantity in square brackets above. Clearly, CN can be bounded
h ´1
independently of h, since }pz ´ SN
q }V Ñ }pz ´ SN q´1 }V .
Thus, by virtue of (3.3), δh Ñ 0 as h Ñ 0. In particular, for sufficiently small h,
we have δh ă 1. Then, by [18, Theorem I.6.34], there is a closed subspace Ẽh Ď Eh
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such that gapV pEN , Ẽh q “ δh ă 1 and dim Ẽh “ dim EN “ m. Because of (3.4),
this implies that Ẽh “ Eh . Since EN “ E by Lemma 3.1, we finish the proof
of (4.1) by noting that gapV pE, Eh q “ gapV pEN , Ẽh q “ δh .

Remark 4.2. If V is replaced by H in (3.1), we obtain gapH pM, Lq, so
»
fi
gapH pE, Eh q “ max – sup distH pe, Eh q, sup distH pm, Eqfl .
H
ePUE

H
mPUE

h

Its natural to ask if gapV pE, Eh q Ñ 0 implies gapH pE, Eh q Ñ 0 as h Ñ 0. Let δhH
denote the first of the two suprema above. Since E is finite-dimensional, there is a
Cm ą 0 such that }e}H ě Cm }e}V for all e in E. Using also Assumption 2.3,
δhH “ sup

0‰ePE

distH pe, Eh q
CV
distV pe, Eh q
CV
ď
sup
ď
gapV pE, Eh q.
}e}H
Cm 0‰ePE
}e}V
Cm

Thus, if gapV pE, Eh q Ñ 0, taking h sufficiently small, dimpEh q “ dimpEq “ m and
δhH ă 1, so using [18, Theorem I.6.34] as in the previous proof, we may conclude
that gapH pE, Eh q “ δhH . This implies that, under the same assumptions as in
Theorem 4.1, there is an h1 ą 0 such that
CV
(4.4)
gapH pE, Eh q ď
gapV pE, Eh q
Cm
for all h ă h1 . Note Cm depends only on E and is independent of h.
5. Discretization errors in eigenvalues
In this section, we analyze the eigenvalue approximations that are generated
as Ritz values (defined below) of eigenspace approximations obtained from the
filtered subspace iteration. To define the Ritz values maintaining the same level
of generality as we have so far, we need to consider the (possibly unbounded)
sesquilinear form generated by A.
Recall that any selfadjoint operator A admits the polar decomposition A “
UA |A| “ |A|UA (see [18, p. 335]), where UA is selfadjoint and partially isometric,
and |A| is selfadjoint and positive semidefinite. As described in [26, §10.2], the
polar decomposition can be used to define the following symmetric sesquilinear
form associated to the operator A:
(5.1)

apx, yq “ pUA |A|1{2 x, |A|1{2 yqH

for any x, y in dompaq “ domp|A|1{2 q. Let |u|a “ |apu, uq|1{2 for any u P dompaq.
By the properties of UA ,
(5.2)

|u|a ď p|A|1{2 u, |A|1{2 uq1{2 “ }|A|1{2 u}H ,

u P dompaq.

Let F Ă dompaq be a closed finite-dimensional subspace of H. We define AF :
F Ñ F by the relation
(5.3)

pAF x, yqH “ apx, yq

for all x, y P F.

The spectrum of the linear operator AF on F , namely ΣpAF q, is called the set of
Ritz values of A on F . The operator AE is defined by (5.3) with E in place of F .
Note that the exact eigenspace we wish to approximate, namely E, is contained in
dompAq Ă dompaq, and the exact eigenvalue cluster Λ that we wish to approximate
is the set of Ritz values of A on E.
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Central to the discussion of this section is how the Ritz values change when F
is a perturbation of E. To formulate a result on sensitivity of Ritz values, we need
more notation. Recall that S is the H-orthogonal projection onto E. Let Q denote
the H-orthogonal projection onto F . Using S, we may express AE as
ˇ
AE “ S|A|1{2 UA |A|1{2 S ˇE
and AF may be similarly expressed using Q. Let
(5.4)

|pS ´ IqQ|a,F “ sup
0‰vPF

|pS ´ IqQv|a
|pS ´ Iqv|a
“ sup
.
}v}H
}v}H
0‰vPF

Note that there is a finite positive constant }AE } such that }AE e}H ď }AE }}e}H
for all e P E (since AE : E Ñ E and E is finite-dimensional). Define the Hausdorff
distance between two subsets Υ1 , Υ2 Ă R by
„

distpΥ1 , Υ2 q “ max sup distpµ1 , Υ2 q, sup distpµ2 , Υ1 q
µ1 PΥ1

µ2 PΥ2

where distpµ, Υq “ inf νPΥ |µ´ν| for any Υ Ă R. The following lemma is a perturbation result that can be understood independently of the filtered subspace iteration.
In particular, we have no need for Assumptions 2.1–2.7 in the lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose gapH pE, F q ă 1. Then there is a C0 ą 0 such that
distpΣpAE q, ΣpAF qq ď |pS ´ IqQ|2a,F ` C0 }AE } gapH pE, F q2 .
Proof. Step 1: Let R “ pS´Qq2 and let δ ă 1 be any number satisfying
ř8 gapH pE, F qnď
δ ă 1. Since }R}H ď gapH pE, F q2 ď δ 2 ă 1, the binomial series n“0 p ´1{2
n qp´Rq
converges and defines pI ´Rq´1{2 . Subtracting the
first
term
from
this
series,
define
?
T “ pI ´ Rq´1{2 ´ I. Since p1 ´ xq´1{2 ´ 1 “ xr 1 ´ x ` p1 ´ xqs´1 , we obtain that
˙
8 ˆ
ÿ
a
´1{2
}T }H ď
}R}nH “ p1 ´ }R}H q´1{2 ´ 1 “ }R}H r 1 ´ }R}H ` p1 ´ }R}H qs´1 ,
n
n“1
which implies
(5.5)

}T }H ď }R}H

ı´1
”a
1 ´ δ 2 ` p1 ´ δ 2 q
.

We use R to define an isometry J “ pI ´ Rq´1{2 rQS ` pI ´ QqpI ´ Sqs on H
(cf. [18, p. 33]) which maps E one-to-one onto F , and whose inverse is
(5.6)

J ´1 “ J ˚ “ rSQ ` pI ´ SqpI ´ Qqs pI ´ Rq´1{2 .

Note that the spectra of AE and the unitarily equivalent JAE J ˚ |F are identical.
Step 2: Let D “ JAE J ˚ |F ´ AF , a selfadjoint operator on F . By [18, Theorem V.4.10],
(5.7)

distpΛ, Λh q ď }D|F }H “ sup
0‰f PF

|pDf, f qH |
.
pf, f qH

For f P F , we have
pDf, f qH “ apJ ˚ f, J ˚ f q ´ apf, f q “ apSJ ˚ f, SJ ˚ f q ´ apQf, Qf q
“ Re apSJ ˚ f ` Qf, SJ ˚ f ´ Qf q.
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Observing that (5.6) implies SJ ˚ “ SQpI ´ Rq´1{2 , we split
”
ı
pDf, f qH “ Re appSJ ˚ ` Qqf, SQ pI ´ Rq´1{2 ´ I f q
` Re appSJ ˚ ` Qqf, pS ´ IqQf q.
Labelling the two terms on the right as t1 and t2 , we proceed to estimate them.
Step 3: The first term t1 “ Re appSJ ˚ `Qqf, SQT f q “ Re appSJ ˚ `SQqf, SQT f q.
Here we have used S 2 “ S and apSx, yq “ apx, Syq for all x, y P dompaq. The
latter follows from (5.1) because S commutes with A, so it commutes with |A|
and U [18, p.335ff], and moreover, it commutes with |A|1{2 (see e.g. [18, Theorem V.3.35]). Continuing,
|t1 | “ |Re appSJ ˚ ` Qqf, SQT f q| “ |Re pAE SpJ ˚ ` Qqf, SQT f qH |
ď }AE }}SpJ ˚ ` Qqf }H }SQT f }H ď ?

2}AE }}R}H
}f }2H
1 ´ δ 2 ` p1 ´ δ 2 q

where we have used the fact that orthogonal projectors have unit norm as well as
the isometry of J ˚ . Thus
|t1 | ď ?

2}AE }
gapH pE, F q2 }f }2H .
1 ´ δ 2 ` p1 ´ δ 2 q

Step 4: Next, we estimate t2 . Since appS ´ Iqx, yq “ apx, pS ´ Iqyq for all
x, y P dompaq,
|t2 | “ |Re appS ´ IqpSJ ˚ ` Qqf, pS ´ IqQf q|
“ |Re appS ´ IqQf, pS ´ IqQf q|
ď |pS ´ IqQ|2a,h }f }2H .
Adding the estimates for |t1 | and |t2 | and using it in (5.7), the proof is finished.



Before applying this lemma to filtered subspace iteration, a few remarks are in
order. (i) Its clear from the proof that the result of the lemma holds even when
dimension of E (and F ) is infinite,
? as long as }AE } ă 8. Its also clear from the
proof that the constant C0 “ 2{p 1 ´ δ 2 ` 1 ´ δ 2 q is independent of the location
of eigenvalue cluster Λ. (ii) The quantity |pS ´ IqQ|2a,F is related to the square of
the gap (like the other term in the bound of Lemma 5.1). Indeed, if ca,F is any
constant that satisfies |v|2a ď ca,F }v}2H for all v P E ` F, then
(5.8)

|pS ´ IqQ|2a,F ď ca,F }pS ´ IqQ}2H ď ca,F gapH pE, F q2 .

However, in applications, we usually need to make the dependence of ca,F more explicit (say, on discretization parameters). One technique for this is developed in the
proof of Corollary 5.8 below. (iii) We highlight that Lemma 5.1 applies to general
unbounded selfadjoint operators, even those whose spectra extends throughout the
real line. (iv) Bounds for the Hausdorff distance between Ritz values under space
perturbations have been previously studied for bounded operators [19, Theorem 5.3]
and a part of the above proof above is inspired by their arguments. However we
are not able to use their result directly because it holds only for Ritz values located at the extremes (top or bottom) of the spectrum of the bounded operator.
Nonetheless, an approach to bring [19, Theorem 5.3] to bear on unbounded operators is to apply it to Rpµq “ pµ ´ Aq´1 , which is bounded (even if A is unbounded)
provided µ is in the resolvent set of A. To quickly sketch this approach, one choses
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a µ such that E becomes the eigenspace of Rpµq corresponding to the top of its
spectrum, then apply [19, Theorem 5.3] to obtain an estimate that bounds the
distance between Ritz values of Rpµq, from which one then concludes estimates on
the distance between Ritz values of A on E and on F . This technique would yield
bounds involving gapH pE, F q2 like that of Lemma 5.1 but with other µ-dependent
constants. (v) For finite-dimensional E, F, perturbations in eigenvalues of bounded
operators corresponding to the top or bottom of the spectrum have also been studied in [20, Theorem 2.7] using majorization techniques. Their estimates can also
be used to study spectral perturbations of unbounded operators by the technique
mentioned in item (iv) above. In cases where one can bound specific angles between
E and F , then [20, Theorem 2.7] may provide bounds for individual eigenvalue errors that are sharper than what can be concluded from bounds of the Hausdorff
distance.
We now turn to the issue of approximating the eigenvalue cluster Λ using the
h
. Our analysis
subspaces of Vh generated by the filtered subspace iteration using SN
of this approximation is under the next assumption. Example 5.4 below illustrates
the reason to consider forms and place this assumption.
Assumption 5.2. Assume that Vh is contained in dompaq.
Example 5.3 (Positive operators). Consider the operator A and the form a in
Example 2.5. Here, since A is positive, the factors of the polar decomposition of
A are UA “ I and |A| “ A. Thus dompaq “ domp|A|1{2 q “ dompA1{2 q. Moreover,
V “ dompA1{2 q in Example 2.5. Since Vh Ă V by definition, we conclude that
Assumption 5.2 holds.
l
Example 5.4 (A differential operator). To give an example of a partial differential
operator fitting the scenario of Example 5.3, suppose Ω is an open subset of Rd ,
β : Ω Ñ R is a bounded positive function, and α : Ω Ñ Cdˆd is a bounded
Hermitian positive definite matrix function. Suppose the smallest eigenvalue of
αpxq and βpxq are greater than some δ ą 0 for a.e. x P Ω. Put H “ L2 pΩq and set
a by
ż
ż
βuv dx
(5.9)
apu, vq “
α grad u ¨ grad v dx `
Ω

Ω

1

for all u, v in dompaq “ H pΩq. This is a densely defined closed form. Set A to be
the closed selfadjoint operator associated to the form a, obtained by a representation
theorem [26, Theorem 10.7].
When α and β equal the identity and Ω has Lipschitz boundary, the operator
A is a Neumann operator whose domain satisfies dompAq Ď H 3{2 pΩq by a result
of [17]. Thus dompAq is strictly smaller than dompaq “ dompA1{2 q “ H 1 pΩq in
this case. Therefore, if Vh is set to the Lagrange finite element subspace of H 1 pΩq,
then Assumption 5.2 holds. Note that it is easier to build finite element subspaces
of H 1 pΩq than H 3{2 pΩq, which is why we did not require Vh to be contained in
dompAq in Assumption 5.2.
l
Example 5.5 (Semibounded operators). Suppose A is lower semibounded, i.e.,
there is a µ P R such that pAx, xqH ě µ px, xqH for all x in dompAq. Then,
by [26, Proposition 10.5],
(5.10)

domp|A|1{2 q “ domppA ´ µq1{2 q.
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An example of such an operator is the operator associated to the form a in (5.9)
when β no longer satisfies β ą 0, but instead changes sign while remaining bounded
on Ω. Then fixing some µ ă ´}β}L8 pΩq , we note that the operator A ´ µ is positive
and is the operator associated with the positive form aµ pu, vq “ apu, vq ´ µpu, vqH .
Thus, by Example 5.3, dompaµ q “ domppA ´ µq1{2 q “ H 1 pΩq. Hence by (5.10) we
conclude that dompaq “ H 1 pΩq.
l
Remark 5.6. Above we have encountered two related, but distinct concepts, of the
form associated to an unbounded operator (via the polar decomposition as in (5.1))
and the operator associated to a unbounded form (by the first representation theorem [18, TheoremVI.2.1]). If one begins with a form a and then considers the
operator A associated to it, we can define another form ã that is the form associated to A. The form ã need not equal a for a general selfadjoint operator as shown
in [12, Example 2.11]). However, a and ã are equal if a is a densely defined lower
semibounded closed form by [26, Theorem 10.7].
With the above background in mind, we now return to the analysis of eigenvalue
approximations. Recall Eh Ă Vh Ă domp|A|1{2 q, the space we studied in Section 3).
Using Eh , we compute the spectrum of the finite-dimensional operator AEh ,
Λh “ ΣpAEh q.
This set forms our approximation to Λ. In practice, the elements of Λh are computed by solving a small dense generalized eigenproblem arising from an equivalent
equation of forms: find λh P R and 0 ‰ uh P Eh satisfying
apuh , vh q “ λh puh , vh qH
for all vh P Eh . The collection of all such λh forms Λh . In the next theorem, we
use Qh to denote the H-orthogonal projection onto Eh .
Theorem 5.7. Suppose Assumptions 2.1–5.2 hold. Then there are positive constants C0 and h0 such that for all h ă h0 ,
distpΛ, Λh q ď |pS ´ IqQh |2a,Eh ` C0 }AE } gapH pE, Eh q2 .
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 and (4.4) we may choose h so small that gapH pE, Eh q ď
δ ă 1. Hence, applying Lemma 5.1, the result follows.

Corollary 5.8. In addition to Assumptions 2.1–5.2, suppose }u}V “ }|A|1{2 u}H .
Then there are positive constants C0 and h0 such that for all h ă h0 , we have
gapV pE, Eh q ă 1 and
distpΛ, Λh q ď pΛmax
q2 gapV pE, Eh q2 ` C0 }AE } gapH pE, Eh q2 ,
h
where Λmax
“ supeh PEh }|A|1{2 eh }H {}eh }H satisfies
h
˙2
ˆ
1
2
}AE }.
pΛmax
q
ď
h
1 ´ gapV pE, Eh q
Proof. The first inequality will follow from Theorem 5.7 by establishing that
|pS ´ IqQ|a,Eh ď Λmax
gapV pE, Eh q.
h
Since S is a H-orthogonal projection, it is selfadjoint in H-inner product. Moreover,
since S commutes with A, it commutes with |A| and hence with |A|1{2 . Therefore,
pSu, vqV “ p|A|1{2 Su, |A|1{2 vqH “ pS|A|1{2 u, |A|1{2 vqH “ p|A|1{2 u, S|A|1{2 vqH “ pu, SvqV ,
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for all u, v P V, i.e., S is selfadjoint in the V-inner product too. This implies that
S is also the V-orthogonal projector onto E. Hence, using (5.2),
(5.11)

|Seh ´ eh |a ď }Seh ´ eh }V “ distV peh , Eq

for any eh P Eh . Combining (5.4) with (5.11), we conclude that
ˆ
˙ˆ
˙
}eh }V
|pS ´ Iqeh |a
|pS ´ IqQ|a,Eh ď
sup
sup
}eh }V
0‰eh PEh }eh }H
0‰eh PEh
˙
ˆ
distV peh , Eq
ď Λmax
sup
h
}eh }V
0‰eh PEh
The first inequality of the corollary now follows from (3.1).
Let g “ gapV pE, Eh q and eh P Eh . Then (5.11) implies
(5.12)
ˆ
}Seh }V ě }eh }V ´ }eh ´ Seh }V “ }eh }V

distV peh , Eq
1´
}eh }V

˙
ě }eh }V p1 ´ gq .

Therefore,
}eh }V }Seh }V
1 }Seh }V
}eh }V
“
ď
.
}eh }H
}Seh }V }eh }H
1 ´ g }eh }H
Since }Seh }2V “ |p|A|Seh , Seh qH | “ |pUA ASeh , Seh qH | ď }AE }}Seh }2H ď }AE }}eh }2H ,
Λmax
“
h

sup
0‰eh PEh

}eh }V
1
ď
}eh }H
1´g

sup
0‰eh PEh

}Seh }V
1
ď
}AE }1{2 .
}eh }H
1´g

This completes the proof.



Note that the second inequality of Corollary 5.8 allows one to bound Λmax
inh
dependently of h when gapV pE, Eh q Ñ 0. A class of examples where Corollary 5.8
immediately applies is given by the positive forms of Example 5.3. For such operators, we have |A|1{2 “ A1{2 , so pu, vqV “ apu, vq “ pA1{2 u, A1{2 vq holds for all
u, v P dompaq and Corollary 5.8 applies. As a final remark, we also note that in
the case in which V is normed with a norm equivalent to }|A|1{2 ¨ }H , the above
argument provides the estimate
(5.13)

distpΛ, Λh q ď pC1 Λmax
q2 gapV pE, Eh q2 ` C0 }AE } gapH pE, Eh q2 .
h

where C1 depends on the equivalence constants for norms } ¨ }V and }|A|1{2 ¨ }H .
6. Application to the discretization of a model operator
The purpose of this section is to provide an example for application and illustration of the theoretical framework developed in the previous sections. A simple
model problem is obtained by setting
H “ L2 pΩq,

A “ ´∆,

dompAq “ tψ P H01 pΩq : ∆ψ P L2 pΩqu,

V “ H01 pΩq,

where Ω Ă Rd (d “ 2, 3) is a bounded polyhedral domain with Lipschitz boundary. Note that here }u}V is set to }A1{2 u}H “ } grad u}L2 pΩq “ |u|H 1 pΩq , which
is equivalent to H 1 pΩq-norm due to the boundary condition. Throughout, we use
standard notations for norms (} ¨ }X ) and seminorms (| ¨ |X ) on Sobolev spaces (X).
The above set operator A is the operator associated to the form
ż
apu, vq “
grad u ¨ grad v dx, u, v P dompaq “ V “ H01 pΩq.
Ω
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Hence this model problem fits into Example 2.5 and Assumption 2.3 holds.
To calculate the application of the resolvent u “ Rpzqv, we need to solve the
operator equation pz ´ Aqu “ v for any z in the resolvent set of A. Using the
form bz pu, vq “ zpu, vqH ´ apu, vq, this equation may be stated in weak form as the
problem of finding Rpzqv P H01 pΩq Ă H satisfying
(6.1)

bz pRpzqv, wq “ pv, wqH

for all w P H01 pΩq.

We provide a bound on the biliear form bz that will be used in subsequent analysis.
Lemma 6.1. It holds that
|bz pu, vq| ď αpzq|u|H01 pΩq |v|H01 pΩq

for all u, v P H01 pΩq ,

where αpzq “ }zA´1 ´ I}H “ supt|λ ´ z|{|λ| : λ P ΣpAqu.
Proof. Recognizing that bz pu, vq “ ppzA´1 ´ IqA1{2 u, A1{2 vqH , we see that
|bz pu, vq| ď }zA´1 ´ I}H }A1{2 u}H }A1{2 v}H “ αpzq|u|H01 pΩq |v|H01 pΩq .
Since zA´1 ´I is normal, its H-norm, αpzq, is equal to its spectral radius. Therefore,
αpzq “ supt|λ ´ z|{|λ| : λ P ΣpAqu, as claimed.

The quantity
(6.2)

βpzq “ }ARpzq}H “ supt|λ|{|λ ´ z| : λ P ΣpAqu

also figures in our analysis. The last equality of the H-norm and the spectral radius
again follows from the normality of ARpzq. It can also be found in [18, p. 273,
Equation (3.17)]. Since ΣpAq is real, we see that αpz̄q “ αpzq and βpz̄q “ βpzq.
Next, suppose Ω is partitioned by a conforming simplicial finite element mesh
Ωh , where h equals the maximum of the diameters of all mesh elements. We shall
assume that Ωh is shape regular and quasiuniform (see e.g., [6] for standard finite
element definitions). Set Vh equal to the Lagrange finite element subspace of H01 pΩq
consisting of continuous functions, which when restricted to any mesh element K
in Ωh , is in Pp pKq for some p ě 1. Here and throughout P` pKq denote the set
of polynomials of total degree at most ` restricted to K. It is well known [6] that
there is a Capp ą 0 independent of h such that
(6.3)

inf |ν ´ νh |H 1 pΩq ď Capp hr |ν|H 1`r pΩq

νh PVh

for any 0 ď r ď p and any ν P H 1`r pΩq.
Consider any v P H “ L2 pΩq. The approximation of the resolvent by the finite
element method, namely Rh pzqv, is a function in Vh satisfying
(6.4)

bz pRh pzqv, wq “ pv, wq

for all w P Vh .

It will follow from the ensuing analysis that (6.4) uniquely defines Rh pzqv in Vh
provided h is sufficiently small. The analysis is under the following regularity
assumption.
Assumption 6.2. Suppose there are positive constants Creg and s such that the
solution uf P V of the Dirichlet problem ´∆uf “ f admits the regularity estimate
(6.5)

}uf }H 1`s pΩq ď Creg }f }H

for any f P V.

Suppose also that there is a number sE ě s such that
(6.6)

}uf }H 1`sE pΩq ď Creg }f }H

for any f P E.
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Standard regularity results for elliptic operators (see, e.g. [10, 11]) yield that
dompAq Ą H 1`s pΩq for some s ą 0 depending on the geometry of Ω. For example,
if Ω is convex, we may take s “ 1 in (6.5); and if Ω Ă R2 is non-convex, with its
largest interior angle at a corner being π{α for some 1{2 ă α ă 1, we may take
any positive s ă α. One can often show higher regularity when f is restricted to
the eigenspace E, which is why we additionally assume (6.6). For example, if Ω “
p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q, all eigenfunctions are analytic, having the form sinpmπxq sinpnπyq,
for any positive integers m, n. These expressions, when viewed as functions on the
L-shaped hexagon ΩL “ p0, 2qˆp0, 2qzr1, 2sˆr1, 2s, also yield smooth eigenfunctions
of ΩL . But not all eigenfunctions of ΩL are so regular.
The proof of the next result is modeled after a classical argument of [25], and
employs the quantities αpzq and βpzq introduced above.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose Assumption 6.2 holds. Let z be in the resolvent set of A.
Then there are positive constants C and h0 (depending on z) such that for all h ă h0
›“
‰ˇ ››
›
}Rpzq ´ Rh pzq}V ď Chr ,
(6.7)
› Rpzq ´ Rh pzq ˇE › ď ChrE ,
V
›“
‰ˇ ››
›
2r
ˇ
(6.8)
}Rpzq ´ Rh pzq}H ď Ch ,
› Rpzq ´ Rh pzq › ď ChrE `r ,
E H

where r “ minps, pq and rE “ minpsE , pq. We may choose h0 “ r2αpzqβpzq|z|Capp Creg s´1{r
and C “ 2αpzqβpzqCapp Creg .
Proof. Let f P H, e “ Rpzqf ´ Rh pzqf , and w “ Rpzqe. Then ´∆w “ Aw “
ARpzqe. Hence it follows by Assumption 6.2 and (6.2) that
(6.9)

}w}H 1`r pΩq ď Creg }ARpzqe}H ď Creg βpzq}e}H “ Creg βpzq}e}H .

Subtracting (6.4) from (6.1), we have bz pe, wh q “ 0 for any wh P Vh . Note also that
bz pv, wq “ pv, eqH for any v P V. Choosing v “ e and applying Lemma 6.1,
}e}2H “ pe, eqH “ bz pe, wq “ bz pe, w ´ wh q ď αpzq|e|H 1 pΩq |w ´ wh |H 1 pΩq .
Using (6.3) with r “ minps, pq ą 0, together with (6.9), we deduce that
}e}2H ď αpzqCapp hr |w|H 1`r pΩq |e|H 1 pΩq ď αpzqβpzqCapp Creg hr }e}H |e|H 1 pΩq ,
i.e.,
(6.10)

}e}H ď αpzqβpzqCapp Creg hr }e}V .

Next, setting u “ Rpzqf , observe that for any vh P Vh we have
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇz}e}2H ´ }e}2V ˇ “ |bz pe, eq| “ |bz pe, u ´ vh q|.
ˇ
ˇ
Hence (6.10) and Lemma 6.1 imply
“
‰
1 ´ αpzqβpzqCapp Creg |z|hr }e}2V ď αpzq}e}V inf }u ´ vh }V .
vh PVh

r

When h is so small that 1 ´ αpzqβpzqCapp Creg |z|h ą 1{2, using (6.3), we obtain
}e}V ď 2αpzqCapp hr |u|H 1`r pΩq . Moreover, since ´∆u “ Au “ Rpzqf , using Assumption 6.2 and arguing as in (6.9), we have }u}H 1`r pΩq ď Creg βpzq}f }H . Thus,
(6.11)

}Rpzqf ´ Rh pzqf }V ď 2Capp Creg αpzqβpzqhr }f }H

for any f P H. Now, if f is in V, then since }f }H ď C}f }V , the bound (6.11) proves
the first inequality in (6.7). Combining with (6.10), we obtain the first inequality
of (6.8) as well.
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To prove the remaining inequalities, we let f P E and repeat the above argument
leading to (6.11) with rE “ minpsE , pq in place of r. This proves the second
inequality of (6.7). Then using (6.10) (where we cannot, in general, replace r by
rE ), the second inequality of (6.8) also follows.

With the help of the lemma, we can now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose Assumption 2.1 (spectral separation) and Assumption 6.2
p0q
p0q
(elliptic regularity) holds, and that dim Eh “ dimpPh Eh q “ dim E. Then, there
p`q
are positive constants C and h0 such that for all h ă h0 , the subspace iterates Eh
converge (in gapV ) to a space Eh satisfying
(6.12)

gapV pE, Eh q ď C hrE ,

(6.13)

gapH pE, Eh q ď C hrE `r ,

(6.14)

distpΛ, Λh q ď C h2rE ,

where r “ minps, pq and rE “ minpsE , pq.
Proof. The proof proceeds by applying the previous theorems after verifying their
assumptions. We have already verified Assumption 2.3 with above set V “ H01 pΩq.
In view of (6.7) of Lemma 6.3, since r ą 0, Assumption 2.7 holds with the same
p`q
V. We may now apply Theorem 3.4, which yields gapV pEh , Eh q Ñ 0. Now
the proof of (6.12) reduces to an application of Theorem 4.1. Next observe that
Assumptions 2.3 and 2.7 also hold when V is set to H (see Example 2.4 and (6.8)
of Lemma 6.3). Applying Theorem 4.1 with this V “ H setting, we obtain the
estimate (6.13). Finally, (6.14) follows by combining Corollary 5.8 with (6.12)
and (6.13).

7. Numerical Experiments
We illustrate the convergence results of Theorem 6.4 on the model problem
´∆e “ λe in Ω
2

,

e “ 0 on BΩ ,

on three different domains Ω Ă R . More specifically, we consider eigenvalue errors
and (6.14). The experiments were conducted using [9], which builds a hierarchy of
Python classes representing standard Lagrange finite element approximations of the
filter SN based on the resolvent approximations Rh pzq, as described in Section 6.
We do not write out the details of the algorithm because they can be found in
our public code [9] or in many previous papers (see e.g., [23, Algorithm 1.1] and
[14]). As in these references, we perform the implicit orthogonalization through a
small Rayleigh-Ritz eigenproblem at each iteration. In general, it is not necessary
to perform this orthogonalization at every step, but in the experiments reported
below, we do so. For all experiments, filtered subspace iteration is applied using
the Butterworth filter (2.9) with N “ 8. The symmetry (about the real axis)
of our filter weights and nodes are exploited so that only N {2 boundary value
problems (rather than N ) need to be solved for each right hand side per iteration.
The subspace iterations are started with a random subspace of dimension at least
as large as the dimension of E, and the algorithm truncates basis vectors that
generate Ritz values that are deemed too far outside the search interval; in all
cases, we choose this initial subspace dimension to be six. We stop the iterations
when successive Ritz values differ by less than 10´9 . Though changing N does, in
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some cases, change the number of subspace iterations used to achieve a prescribed
error tolerance (e.g. three iterations for N “ 8 versus two iterations for N “ 16
for the Dumbbell problem with p “ 3 and h “ 2´6 ), it had no effect on the
discretization errors reported here, so we do not discuss this parameter further.
The finite element discretizations are implemented using a Python interface into the
C++ finite element library NGSolve [27]. Two parameters govern the discretization:
h is the maximum edge length in a quasi-uniform triangulation of Ω, and p is the
polynomial degree in each element.
7.1. Unit Square. For the unit square Ω “ p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q, the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors may be doubly-indexed by
λm,n “ pm2 ` n2 qπ 2

,

em,n “ sinpmπxq sinpnπyq ,

m, n P N .

For any subset of the spectrum, the corresponding eigenspaces are analytic (sE “
8), and the convexity of Ω ensures that s “ 1. Therefore, Theorem 6.4 indicates
that the eigenvalue convergence should behave like Oph2p q. This is precisely what
is observed in Figure 2 both at the low end of the spectrum, Λ “ t2π 2 , 5π 2 u, and
higher in the spectrum, Λ “ t128π 2 , 130π 2 u. We note that both 2π 2 and 128π 2 are
simple eigenvalues, 5π 2 is a double eigenvalue, and 130π 2 is a quadruple eigenvalue.
For the first set of experiments, the search interval p0, 60q was chosen, so y “
γ “ 30. In Figure 2a, the eigenvalue error, distpΛ, Λh q, is given with respect to h
for (fixed) p “ 1, 2, 3 and decreasing h “ 2´3 , 2´4 , . . . , 2´7 . For the second set of
experiments, the search interval was p1260, 1290q, so y “ 1275 and γ “ 15. In order
to provide convergence graphs within the same plot for these more highly oscillatory
eigenvectors, we use h “ 2´5 , 2´6 , 2´7 for p “ 2, and h “ 2´4 , 2´5 , 2´6 , 2´7 for p “
3, see Figure 2b. For coarser spaces, the approximations of 130π 2 were far enough
outside the search interval to be rejected by the algorithm, and an approximation
for only 128π 2 was obtained. A plot of the computed basis for the five-dimensional
eigenspace corresponding to Λ “ t128π 2 , 130π 2 u is given in Figure 3. If we label
the computed eigenvalues λh1 ă λh2 ă . . . ă λh5 , with corresponding eigenvectors
ehj , 1 ď j ď 5, contour plots of these eigenvectors are given, from left to right,
in Figure 3. One sees that spanteh1 u approximates spante8,8 u, and it appears that
spanteh2 , eh5 u approximates spante3,11 , e11,3 u, and that spanteh3 , eh4 u approximates
spante7,9 , e9,7 u.
7.2. L-Shape. Let Ω be the L-shaped domain that is the concatenation of three
unit squares; see Figure 4d. In [29], the authors provide very precise approximations of several eigenvalues for this domain (and other planar domains). Their
approximations of the first three eigenvalues (accurate to eight digits) are
λ1 « 9.6397238

,

λ2 « 15.197252

,

λ3 “ 2π 2 « 19.739209 ,

and we take the first two of these approximations to be the “truth” for purposes of
our convergence studies. We use the search interval p0, 20q.
These eigenvalues correspond to eigenvectors having very different regularities,
and the convergence plots in Figure 4 illustrate that (6.14) can be pessimistic in
the sense that it ascribes a single convergence rate to an entire eigenvalue cluster,
and this convergence rate is dictated by the worst-case regularity of eigenvectors
associated with the cluster. What we see in practice is that individual eigenvalues
within a cluster converge at rates determined by the regularity of their corresponding eigenvectors. Since Ω has a re-entrant corner with interior angle 3π{2, we have
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“

Figure 2. Square: Convergence rates for clusters located at the
bottom and higher up in the spectrum.

Figure 3. Square: Eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues
128π 2 (left) and 130π 2 .
r “ minps, pq “ s for any s ă 2{3, and the first eigenvector actually has this regularity. As such, Theorem 6.4 indicates essentially Oph4{3 q convergence for the cluster.
While this is true for the cluster as a whole, it is only the first eigenvalue that converges this slowly. The convergence order for the second eigenvalue Ophminp2p,3q q, is
consistent with a regularity index s ď 3{2; and the convergence order for the third
eigenvalue, Oph2p q, is precisely what is expected from an analytic eigenvector.
7.3. Dumbbell. Let Ω be the dumbbell-shaped domain that is a concatenation of
two unit-squares joined by a 1{4 ˆ 1{4 square “bridge”; see Figure 5. By tiling
the dumbbell with p1{8q ˆ p1{8q squares, we see that λ “ 128π 2 « 1263.309 is
an eigenvalue, with corresponding eigenvector e “ sinp8πxq sinp8πyq. In order to
determine whether there are other eigenvalues near 128π 2 , we choose the search
interval p1262, 1264q. Because of the highly oscillatory nature of the eigenvector e,
we employ relatively fine discretizations, taking p “ 3 and h “ 2´4 , 2´5 , 2´6 , 2´7 .
We have determined that there is one other eigenvalue in the search interval, and
it is approximately 1262.41. Labeling these eigenvalues λ1 ď λ2 , their computed
approximations are given in Table 1. For the coarsest of these discretizations, the
computed approximation of 128π 2 , 1264.02, lies slightly outside the search interval,
but is accepted by the algorithm. Since λ2 “ 128π 2 is known, we underline the
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Figure 4. L-Shape: Convergence rates for λ1 , λ2 and λ3 .

Table 1. Dumbbell: Computed eigenvalues for the interval
p1262, 1264q, p “ 3 and mesh parameters h “ 2´4 , 2´5 , 2´6 , 2´7 .
h
2´4
2´5
2´6
2´7

λ1
λ2
1263.178867 1264.020566
1262.447629 1263.319956
1262.418298 1263.309521
1262.410062 1263.309366

number of correct digits in our approximations of it. The error in this approximation
is consistent with Oph6 q eigenvalue error, in agreement with Theorem 6.4.
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Figure 5. Dumbbell: Eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 1262.41 (left) and 128π 2 .
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